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The Grapevine
The Newsletter of the

International Women’s Association,
Georgia
IWA Georgia strives to: welcome and assist newcomers to
Georgia; foster goodwill and friendship among association
members; build relationships between women of different
cultures living in Georgia; provide the opportunity to
socialize with each other; and enhance our members
understanding of Georgia.

Winter Fair 2018
Photo Album

Dear Ladies - Please find the
2018 Winter Fair Photos here:

https://photos.app.goo.gl/JbZSnjYXAfDJ3nnq7

IWA
Winter lunch

Noteworthy

Servas in Georgia

Servas is an organization promoting world peace, that began in 1949 in response to
the aftermath of WWII. The goal was and is to build friendships, connections, and
understanding across countries and cultures.
The first chapter in Georgia was organized in 2012.
There are two primary components to membership in Servas. The first is hosting. You
can host members from other countries for a two-night stay at your residence, or you
can serve as a “day host,” introducing them to the country with recommendations and
information. There is no obligation to do this, but it is a wonderful way to meet
interesting new people and to practice English and other languages.
The second component is traveling and staying with a host family (no charge) or being
day hosted by them. While they are not required to provide food when you stay with
them, most hosts will do so. There are around 15,000 Servas hosts in over 100
countries. Local chapter members have stayed with hosts in Spain, Thailand, Italy,
Greece, New Zealand and many other countries.
Other activities include Servas Biking, Servas Youth learning programs (for members
between 18 and 30), Servas Singing, and other interesting possibilities abroad, and
hosted by local Servas chapters.
In order to insure the safety of both travelers and hosts, all potential members are
interviewed by current members before they are allowed to join. In Georgia, there is
an annual membership fee of 25 GEL per person.
Servas Georgia invites you to attend a monthly meeting in order to learn more about
the organization and to meet current members. To get more information and to find
out when our next meeting is, please write to servasgeorgia@gmail.com We look
forward to hearing from you.
Bonnie Smith
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Interest Groups
CRAFTS IS ALIVE AND WELL!

PLEASE COME AND JOIN US EVERY THURSDAY 10 AM-1 PM
32 ABULADZE ST (FIRST ENTRANCE) BEHIND CARREFOUR
PLEASE CALL ME WHEN YOU ARRIVE 593 991 519
Theresa Weinheimer. tweinheimer@mac.com

Language
www.lsgeorgia.com

Georgian Phrases 1

gamarjoba!- გამარჯობა! – Hi!/Hello!
gamarjobat!- გამარჯობათ! – Hello! (plural & polite)
rogor/a khar!- როგორ/ა ხარ?– How are you?
rogor/a khart!- როგორ/ა ხართ? – How are you? (polite)
rogorbrdzandebi!- როგორბრძანდები?– How are you?
(polite)

rogorbrdzandebit!- როგორბრძანდებით?– How are you?
(plural & polite)

gmadlob, kargad!- გმადლობ, კარგად! – Thank you, well!
gmadlobt, kargad!- გმადლობთ, კარგად!– Thank you,
well!(plural & polite)
didimadloba!- დიდი მადლობა!– Thank you very much!
by NanaShavtvaladze
www.lsgeorgia.com

Want to learn more check out IWA
Member, Nana Shavtvaladze’s
Language School
http://www.lsgeorgia.com/

Language

Georgian Phrases - How to congratulate

gilotsavt – გილოცავთ! – Congratulations!
dabadebis dghes gilotsav! – დაბადების დღეს გილოცავთ! – Happy
Birthday!

iubiles gilotsavt! – იუბილეს გილოცავთ! – Happy anniversary!
shobas gilotsavt! – შობას გილოცავთ! – Merry Christmas!
akhal ts’els gilotsavt! – ახალ წელს გილოცავთ! – Happy New Year!
by Nana Shavtvaladze
www.lsgeorgia.com

Notices & Special Offers

Holidays and Observances around
the World.
http://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/
http://www.officeholidays.com/index.php

Feature Article
THE ORIGINS OF CHRISTMAS TREES
According to legend, the first person to decorate a
Christmas tree was Protestant reformer Martin Luther
(1483-1546). He was so moved by the beauty of stars
shining between branches of a fir tree, he brought one
home and decorated it with candles for his children.
Germans made the very first artificial Christmas trees,
using dyed goose feathers to look like needles of a pine or
fir tree.
Franklin Pierce, the 14th President of the U.S., became the
first President to put a Christmas tree in the White House.
Teddy Roosevelt banned the practice during his
presidency, for environmental reasons.

Native to Mexico, the poinsettia
was originally cultivated by the
Aztecs, who called it Cuetlaxochitl
(“flower which wilts”). The plant’s
brilliant red color symbolized
purity for the Aztecs, and they
often used the plant to reduce
fever.
In Greece they used to decorate
boats instead of Christmas trees:
being a maritime country for
centuries, many Greeks were
sailing away and they couldn't
return home for Christmas, so
their families used to decorate
boats for them.

Feature Article

Chichilaki
In Georgia there is the traditional Christmas tree called Chichilaki. Chichilaki
is the Georgian version of the Christmas tree that was an inseparable part
of New Year and Christmas centuries ago .

The chichilaki represents a Georgian traditional Christmas tree made from
dried hazelnut or walnut branches that are shaved to form a small
coniferous tree. Chichilaki was especially popular in Western Georgia,
where the New Year is called Kalanda. To this day, Chichilaki remains very
common and you won’t find a home in Western Georgia, especially villages,
without it.
The father of the family would get up at the first crow of the rooster, wash
his hands in the spring, fill the jar and return home with Chichilaki
decorated with pomegranates, apples, beads and bonbons. According to
the rule, he has to knock thrice. Then, family members will inquire: what
are you bringing? He will list all the good and desired things. There is a
special rhyme too that goes approximately like this: “I have stepped in, let
God give you Mercy, let my foot turn into an angel’s trace.” He says Happy
New Year to all members and they do the same, then he spreads wheat all
over the room and blesses his hearth like that: “Let it bring prosperity,
peace, a good harvest of wine and wheat.” This person, who was supposed
to be a man in general, is called Mekvle.`

Feature Article

WEIRD CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS

The undisputed award for creepiest Christmas custom goes to Krampus,
which was popularized in the US by a 2015 horror-comedy film. In the
folklore of Central Europe, Krampus is a half-goat, half-demon creature
with a hideous face, horns, fangs, and a long, pointed tongue. Where St.
Nick rewards good little girls and boys with gifts, legend in the Alpine
countries holds that Krampus comes to punish the naughty. Some versions
suggest he’ll swat them with birch branches, while others involve a sack
for taking them to Hell. He traditionally appears during festivals on
Krampusnacht (December 5), the night before the feast of St. Nicholas.
Bolivians celebrate Misa del Gallo (“Mass of the Rooster”) on Christmas
Eve, with people bringing roosters to midnight mass to symbolize the
belief that a rooster was the first animal to announce the birth of Jesus
Christ.
In Guatemala’s villages, local men in devil costumes appear on the streets
and chase children during the first week of Advent. The Devil’s reign ends
on December 7 with a folk ritual known as La Quema del Diablo (“The
Burning of the Devil”), where people pile objects they no longer want or
need in front of their houses, scatter firecrackers on top of the heap, and
set fire to it.
In Catalonia, Spain, they have a uniquely bizarre holiday tradition known as
the Caga Tió, or pooping log. Kids will decorate a small log by adding
wooden legs, a face, clothing, and a Catalan hat. They’ll keep the log in
their home or school, feeding it small pieces of bread or fruit every day. On
Christmas Eve or Christmas Day, they hit the Caga Tió with a stick while
singing a special song encouraging him to poop out plenty of sweets, such
as turrón (a popular nougat), for them.

Notices

WEIRD CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS

In Estonia, people believed that the first visitor on Christmas,
called the “first-footer,” would determine the household’s luck.
Dark-haired men were seen as desirable first-footers, but women
and fair-haired or red-headed men were often deemed unlucky
The Night of the Radishes” is one of the annual Christmas customs
in Oaxaca, Mexico. On December 23rd, competitors carve nativity
scenes into large radishes, which are proudly displayed at the
Christmas market. Oaxaca has land dedicated to cultivating special
vegetables just for this event.
The Norwegian tradition of Julbukk, or “Christmas goat,” finds
groups of costumed people walking through their neighborhood
on Christmas Day, entertaining people with songs in exchange for
treats. These groups will bring a goat along or have someone
impersonate a goat’s typically unruly behavior. If two costumed
goats meet, they’ll often engage in a play fight to entertain the
crowd.
According to Italian legend, a kind witch called “La Befana” flies
around on her broomstick on the night of January 5th, bringing
gifts to worthy children and lumps of coal to the naughty ones.
According to Greek legend, malicious goblins called “Kallikantzari”
would come up from their underground homes on December
25th, and would play tricks on humans until the 6th of January
when the holy water of Epiphany would chase them away
purifying the house hold.

Advertisements
Private Ski lessons

Private Ski lessons for kids and adults in Gudauri. For those
who is the beginner, new starter or needs to help to take your
skiing to the next level, reserve highly qualified ski instructor in
advance: Tornike
tel . +995 579 020 845

Georgian Recipes

Georgian Gozinaki

Ingredients
For the gozinaki with walnuts
1 cup honey
4 cups shelled walnuts
4 tablespoons icing sugar

Instructions
Gozinaki with Walnuts
Roast the walnuts and break them into small pieces with a knife.
Pour the honey in a non-stick pan, put on low heat and bring to a boil.
When the honey begins to foam, remove from heat and let cool.
Put it back on the stove and repeat this procedure twice to allow the honey to thicken.
Add the icing sugar and stir until reaching boiling point again.
Pour the walnuts and mix well.
When the walnuts are starting to change color (about 3 minutes), remove from heat.
First Method
Immediately pour the mixture on a wet and oiled wooden board.
Spread evenly on the board with a wet hand or the back of an oiled metal spoon.
Level with an oiled roll pin.
Adjust the edges with your hands or with a knife to obtain a square or round of about ½ inch
thick.
Using a heated and oiled knife blade, cut equal triangular or diamond-shaped pieces.
Second Method
Immediately put the mixture on a wet and oiled wooden board.
Form a cylinder of about 1½ inch diameter.
Let cool for 10 minutes.
Using a heated and oiled knife blade, cut equal slices.

Georgian Recipes
Georgian Gozinaki
Gozinaki with Dried Fruits and Flax Seeds
Ingredients
1 cup honey
1 cup hazelnuts
1 cup almonds
½ cup blanched peanuts
1 cup walnuts
1 tablespoon flax seeds (or sesame seeds)
4 tablespoons icing sugar
dried fruits
Instructions
Roast all the nuts and flax seeds separately and cut into small pieces with
a knife.
Put the honey in a non-stick pan, put on low heat and bring to boil.
When the honey begins to foam, remove from heat and let cool.
Put it back on the stove and repeat this procedure twice to allow the
honey to thicken.
Add the icing sugar and stir until reaching boiling point again.
Put the dried fruits and stir for 4 minutes. Remove from heat.
Immediately pour the mixture on a wet and oiled wooden board.
Spread evenly on the sheet with a wet hand or the back of an oiled metal
spoon.
Level with an oiled roll pin.
Sprinkle flax seeds (or sesame seeds).
Adjust the edges with your hands or with a knife to obtain a square or
round of about ½ inch thick.
Using a heated and oiled knife blade, cut equal rectangular-shaped
pieces.

IWA Notices

The Grapevine earnestly seeks
your participation. Help make
this a publications which
reflects all the talents,
interests, and abilities of our
membership. Deadlines are
the fifteenth (15th) of the
month. If that deadline is
missed, the submission will
appear in the next regularly
scheduled issue.

Essays
Articles
Photographs
Painting & Drawing
Favorite Recipes

ed·i·tor
ˈedədər/
noun
noun: editor; plural noun: editors
a person who is in charge of and
determines the final content of a text,
particularly a newspaper or magazine.
"the editor of The New York Times"
writ·er
ˈrīdər/
noun
noun: writer; plural noun: writers
a person who has written a particular
text.
"the writer of the letter"
a person who writes books,
stories, or articles as a job or
regular occupation.
re·port·er
rəˈpôrdər/
noun
noun: reporter; plural noun: reporters
a person who reports, especially one
employed to report news or conduct
interviews for newspapers or
broadcasts.

Tako Megrelishvili Johnson, this
year’s Hospitality Chair requests
that if you have any ideas,
comments, or complaints about
our events that you give them
to her in a formal written
document.
In Europe, any guest who was
invited to a party where a
whole pineapple was
displayed, knew that no
expense had been spared in
guaranteeing the guests'
enjoyment. It was this that
made the crowned fruit the
high symbol of social events
and became the meaning of
welcome, friendship, and
hospitality.

You can advertise:
Houses or apartments
for rent,

Household goods or cars
for sale,

http://www.apartmenttherapy.com/a-brief-historyof-the-hospitality-pineapple-200667

Reminder: Members in
good standing are allowed
to place appropriate ads in
the newsletter for free.
Having a moving sale, crafts
to sell, an apartment to
rent, an event to announce
send it in with text and
photos and the ad will be
placed as you have written
it. As above, deadlines are
the 15th.

Your own creations, such
as art, photographs,
crafts, etc.,

Events that you think may
be of interest to our
Membership.

Sponsors
Thank you to our IWA Sponsors for their support!

Silver Level Sponsors

Bronze Level Sponsors

Sponsors
Thank you to our IWA Sponsors for their support!

